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The conduction-band discontinuities in AlxGa l x As/ AlyGaJ _vAs heterostructure for various 
valleys (r, L, X) are utilized to conceive of a valley selective tunneling transistor. At low 
temperature, the perpendicular tunneling current is very small because of the large r-r 
discontinuity and the small prefactor for r to X tunneling. However, if the valley population is 
altered by applying a lateral bias to the emitter, one can dramatically alter the perpendicular 
current since the X-X discontinuity is nonexistent and the L-L discontinuity is very small. By 
choosing proper values of x and y in the heterostructure, a very large current (power) change 
can be produced in the ON and Ol·P states, 

Among other things, an important outcome of recent 
studies on tunneling in heterostructures has been the demon
stration that at low temperatures (77 K), the tunneling cur
rent is controlled by the "same valley" barrier. 1-4 Thus the 
electron tunneling process from GaAs across an ALAs bar
rier is controlled by the r GaAs -r AlA, conduction-band-edge 
barrier even though the r GaAs -XA1As barrier is very small. 3

•
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Although the detailed understanding on this subject is still 
emerging, it is known that this related to the momentum 
change required in crossing from r-x (any dissimilar) val
ley. The r-x transition is not forbidden, but at 77 K, it is 
expected to have a 10-4 times smaller prefactor than the 
valley conserving tunneling current. 3.5 It has also been estab
lished that the GaAs-AIAs system has a rather unusual band 
lineup in the conduction band, with the conduction-band 
discontinuity tied to the r Oak' - r AlAs discontinuity and not 
to the band-gap differences.6-8 The vaHey lineups and con
duction-band discontinuities are sketched in Fig. 1 for the 
three lowest conduction-band valleys in the AIGaAs system. 
Because ofthe commutative relation satisfied by the discon
tinuities, Fig. 1 can be used to calculate the discontinuity for 
any heterostructure composition. The unusual lineup allows 
us to make some simple observations on the 
AI,Ga 1 _ xAsl AlyGat_yAs system with x <y: 0) while the 
r -r discontinuity increases with increasingy-x, the X-x dis
continuity decreases. The L-L discontinuity also increases, 
but at a much smaller rate. Thus, with proper choice of x and 
y, one can have a large r-r separation and a very small L-L 
separation and no X-X separation. We will focus on the he
terostructures where x<;O.4 (Le., direct) and y;>O.6 (indi
rect). 

At equilibrium when most of the carriers (for x < 0.4) 
are in the r valley in At Gal xAs, the inelastic tunneling to 
the higher Al side is minimal even in the presence of a large 
transverse field as shown in Fig. 2 (a). If somehow, now the 
carriers could be transferred to the higher X or L vaHeys in 
Al x Ga 1 _ x As, a significant portion of these carriers could 
move out into the higher Al content side. This change in 
valley occupation is reasonably straightforward to do by 
simply subjecting the carriers in At" Gal _ x As to a bias (the 
control or signal bias) in the lateral direction as shown in 
Fig. 2(b). Theoretical calculations using Monte Carlo tech-

niques show that the electron temperature rises with in
creased bias changing the population of upper valleys.'" 

This letter utilizes the above concepts to design a tran
sistor in which the 0) signal or control voltage changes the 
vaHey population; (ii) the peculiar conduction-band lineup 
of the AIGaAs system allows for a large r-r but a small or 
negative L-L and X-X di.scontinuity, respectively, across a 
heterostructure; and (iii) the valley selective nature of tun
neling then allows for a large change in the perpendicular 
current in response to the signal voltage. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic of the device conceived. It may be noted that the 
various components on which this device is based have been 
observed in different forms already. Here we merely exploit 
these effects to generate a possibly useful device. On first 
look, cur device concept may appear similar to the read 
space-charge transfer concept, 10 but we note that we use the 
unusual valley lineups and momentum selection rules to ob
tain a highly nonlinear response. 

The relevant equations for the conduction-band discon
tinuities for the AI" Gal _ xAs system are (assuming ~ 65% 
of the r vaney band-gap change drops in the conduction 
band) 

6.E!'-r(x,y) ~O.9(y - x), 

b,E;,¥-X(x,y) ~ - O.3(y - x), 

f1E ;-L(X,y) ~O.2(y - x). 
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FIG. 1. Variation of the band-edge discontinuities for different valleys in 
AIGaAs-based hetcrostructures. 
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram showing how at zero lateral field, the per
pendicular current I, is negligible in spite of the strong transverse electric 

field; (b) A schematic showing how a finite lateral field allows carriers to 
move to the upper vallcy and contribute to It . 

Note that while the r-T' and L-L discontinuities increase 
with increasing Al composition, the X-X discontinuity de
creases. A number of interesting configurations then present 
themselves for utilizing these special lineup properties. 

The total transmission rate for an electron to tunnel 
across the barrier is then 

. { [_4(2mr\li2 [b.E'-I(X.,Y)P!2]} 
P~ar (Fll ) Al exp -- --2-! 
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+ a x (Fu )A 3 . (4) 

HereFJ is the transverse electric field, (Xi (F11 ) is the occupa
tion of the ith vaHey as a function of the lateral field F t 1; A 's 
are the attempt frequencies for the similar valleys and B I is 
the attempt frequency for the dissimilar r ..... x tunneling 
(B I -1O-4A]). We have ignored r--L, L-r, and X--f' 
tunneling processes due to their much smaner contributions. 
We also note that the b..E discontinuities are measured with 
respect to the initial transverse energies of the electron. The 
current can be calculated as for the current across a junc
tion II except that the a's are to be calculated by Monte Carlo 
methods. 

Let us consider a structure n-Alo.33 Ga06? As! 
i-A 10 6 GaOA As. The r -X separation in the 11 emitter is only 
~O.09 eV (in contrast to -0.45 eV in GaAs) so that carriers 
can be pushed to the X valley by a small V,. The various 
parameters used are: r -r discontinuity = 0.25 eV, r -X dis
continuity = O.05eV,L-L discontinuity = 0.03eV,X-X dis
continuity = 0.03-0.075 eV, and VT = 5 V (acrossaO.511m 
i region). 
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FIG. 3. Schematic of th ... device structure studied to calculate the ON-OFF 

properties. 

At 77 K, the dominant path for the transverse current 
when the lateral bias V, is zero is via the dissimilar valley 
tunneling, r ..... x. However, as the lateral bias is increased, 
the X vaHey occupation increases. Although the field is later
al, X valley carriers in the emitter diffuse to the interface 
where they are collected in the collector due to the high 
transverse bias and negative X-X discontinuity. The L-L 
current is also quite high at nonzero V, values. 

If we assume that the contact spacing on the emitter is 
1.0 pm we find the following results for the transverse cur
rent: 

at 77 K:IJ(Vs =O):ll(Vs = LOV)~1:105, 
at 300 K: II (V, = 0): 11 (Vs = 1.0 V) ~1:1O. 

The relative change is small at room temperature be
cause of the high thermal occupation value for X and L elec
trons even at Vs = O. 

An extremely nonlinear change occurs as one goes from 
the OFF (V, = 0) to the OK state. In a real structure, the 
change may not be as dramatic due to defect-assisted tunnel
ing, etc., but nevertheless, a large change should be observed. 
Since the r -x separation can easily be altered, on.e can opti
mize devices fer operation temperature or operating bias V,. 
Studies of these kinds win be reported elsewhere. 

In summary, we have discussed a simple device struc
ture which utilizes the peculiar band lineup for the various 
valleys in the AIGaAs system. The device would be interest
ing as a transistor as well as a structure to throw light on how 
carrier tunneling occurs when the electron distribution func
tion is skewed perpendicular to the barrier. 
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